
Just in time for “interpack 2014” (hall 11, booth C76), BERHALTER 
is introducing another world-first. The company will be exhibiting 
the latest generation BERHALTER high-performance die-cutting 

machine in connection with the latest laser technology PRElaserTM, 
which can result in performance and efficiency increases of up to 35%. 

Die-cutting with laser technology
The BERHALTER PRElaserTM laser technology can be used for various areas 
of application. One of the target markets is the so-called multipack yoghurt 
lids, which can now be pre-perforated using the BERHALTER PRElaserTM 
so that the yoghurt pots can be individually snapped off and separated 
without the lid being unintentionally removed
Over the last few years, BERHALTER has reacted continuously and highly 
flexibly to increased market demands and has introduced a number of 
innovations to the market.
Alongside its capacity for constant innovation, BERHALTER is synonymous 
with the production of efficient and customer-oriented die-cutting systems. 
We specialise in the manufacturing of user-friendly but high productive 
die-cutting machines. All innovations can be added with equal ease to 
BERHALTER standard machines to create individual die-cutting solutions. 
As the world’s only manufacturer of flat-bed die-cutting systems with our 
own tool-making department, we are a reliable partner to our customers 
for the complete die-cutting process. 

A D D I N G  V A L U E
with BERHALTER die-cutting

At the start of countless packaging processes
BERHALTER die-cutting systems are the most high-performance solution 
for efficient and accurate punching of foils and films from rolls. Across 
the world, BERHALTER die-cutting machines are at the start of numerous 
packaging solutions, fulfilling all customer requirements.  
This applies for flat packaging lids out of aluminium or polyester, such as 
Nestlé yoghurt lids, as well as for packaging lids with relief impressions, 
like Philadelphia lids for cheese spread. Deep-drawn aluminium lids as 
those used for PET food like Sheba or Cesar enhances the extensive range 
of product opportunities. But BERHALTER die-cutting machines can also 
be used to produce paper labels, e.g. on beer bottles and labels for IML 
applications, such as those on Starbucks coffee cups.

We will continue to improve efficiency and to focus consistently on the 
success markets of our customers.

Come visit us at interpack
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